Playing The Field

play the field meaning: to hold an interest in a number of people or things, especially to become romantically or sexually
involved with a number of partners: .Drama The on-the-field trials and tribulations and the off-the-field lives, loves and
Playing the field was made in and was a programme to all those.Playing the Field is a BBC television drama series
following the lives of the Castlefield Blues, a fictitious female football team from South Yorkshire. Outline - Main cast Episodes - Ratings.If you are open and honest with the women you are dating, playing the field can be the best way to
ensure you end up in a lasting relationship.To bet on all other horses in a race other than the one most favored to win.
Primarily heard in UK. My father had this curious strategy of always playing the field.Define play the field (phrase) and
get synonyms. What is play the field (phrase)? play the field (phrase) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan
Dictionary .Why can't women try playing the field? When you're dating multiple people at once, you can compare and
contrast men, boost your self-esteem.Page 1 Not ready to settle down? There's a way to play the field without being a
dog.One summer, I spent 2 weeks at a field stationGreat Gull Island in Long Island Sound, off the coast of
Connecticutbanding terns. My time.Play the field definition, an expanse of open or cleared ground, especially a piece of
land suitable or used for pasture or tillage. See more.Playing the Field has ratings and 36 reviews. Monique said: I love
90% of this book until it just ended. So abrupt, so many questions left unanswer.13 Mar - 5 min - Uploaded by Claire B
Series 1 Episode 1 clips of Angie (Tracy Whitwell) and Gabby (Saira Todd) in the drama about.12 Jan - 33 sec Uploaded by rugbydad A trailer found on an old video tape for the television drama series following the lives of
the.When you're single, it's all about having options to choose from, a.k.a: playing the field. This article is a guide to
keeping your options open and.
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